Creative Hubs
in Times of
Covid-19

Good practices exchange
during the emergency

Preface

This document is the result of a professional
exchange between a member of each staff and
a member of each communities of two European
creative hubs Officine On/Off (Parma, Italy) and
FOR (Timișoara, Romania) within the European
Creative FLIP P2P program 2020.
The thematic focus has been the exchange of good
practices between collaborative workspaces through
digital manufacturing, training, self-entrepreneurship
and community involvement for survival and
overcoming a health, social and economic crisis.
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The comparison between a newborn hub – FOR
physically opened its doors in October 2020 – and
a consolidated one – Officine On/Off, active since
2013 – has been a key issue to address, particularly
considering the historical moment we are facing.
A (re)start that demonstrates our flexibility, sturdiness
and ability to reconvert in an era in which space and
physical proximity seem to represent more of a limit
than a resource.

Participants
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Rossella Lombardozzi

Pepe Peralta Guerrero

Community manager
Officine On/Off

Space manager and maker
FOR

Giorgio Valente

Florin Furdi

Fundraiser and coworker
Officine On/Off

Mechanical engineer, IT specialist and
member of the community
FOR

Hard and Soft Skills
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A

Activation and management of online
and offline professional communities

B

Organization of guidance and
consultancy services for online and
offline entrepreneurship

C

Management of professionalizing
spaces and labs through a shared use
of digital manufacturing technologies

D

Manufacturing technologies

E

Fundraising for no-profit
organization

F

Product and architectural design

G

Problem solving

Work sessions

The remote work sessions carried out by the
participants focused on the following topics.

These themes developed during the work sessions
constitute the index of the document “Creative Hubs
in Times of Covid-19. Exchange of good practices
in an emergency”: a diary of the distance exchange
path, the pretotype of a guide, a collection of contents
and tools that we hope will also be useful to other
space managers and community activators.
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1

Mutual presentation of the respective lab and
related activities

• Similarities
• Differences

2

Exchange of good practices (supply of products/
services) activated during the emergency period
divided according to the categories

•
•
•
•
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Sharing of data collection tools during the
opening and the re-opening of the hubs

• How do you run your hub
• How do you manage your community
• On the road to... 2nd phase

20

4

SWOT Analysis of the 2 hubs and
their activities

•
•
•
•
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Conclusions

Education/training
Community engagement
Digital fabrication technology
Self-entrepreneurship

Strenghts
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats
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Work sessions
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7

Mutual presentation of the
respective lab and related activities

• Similarities
• Differences

Officine On/Off

Mutual presentation
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Officine On/Off
Vision
We give self-entrepreneurial growth opportunities to
build the work of the future in our territory.
Mission
Give members the opportunity to consolidate their
transversal and professional skills, use collaborative
spaces and innovative services, interact with local
institutions, networks and businesses, having a social
impact on the community.
Born to manage a coworking space, On/Off
specializes over time in:
• creation and management of collaborative
workspaces
• orientation and training to entrepreneurship and
the development of transversal skills
• activation of professional communities from
below, of open innovation processes and thematic
projects on social and technological innovation

Services
• Coworking space
• Prototyping and Digital manufacturing
• Training courses
• Professional consultation

Name

On/Off APS

Constitution

2013

Legal form

Association of social
promotion

Hub Type

Coworking space, Fablab,
informal training center

Composition

N° 3 staff operators (freelance)
N° 5 board members
N° 160 association’s members

Location

Parma, Italy

Contact

www.officineonoff.com

• Social design

FOR

Mutual presentation
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FOR
F O R, based in Timișoara (Romania), refurbished
a former soap industry building into a cultural hub,
FABER.
Led by a team of architects, F O R structure its
activities in four pillars:
• SPACE. F O R is a collaborative space (coworking
and makerspace) for creative professionals.
• GROWTH. F O R explores how we can improve the
way we live, learn and work through training.
• DESIGN. F O R is a design studio capable of
prototyping and materializing our and community’s
ideas.
• ARCHITECTURE. F O R is a studio concerned
about the role of architecture in society and how
the quality of space affects us.

Services
• Coworking space
• Prototyping and Digital manufacturing
• Object design
• Architecture, urbanism and interior design
• Training courses

Name

FOR

Opening

2020

Legal form

Company

Hub Type

Coworking space, digital
fabrication lab (makerspace)

Composition

N° 3 associates
N° 15+ steady community
members (either coworkers or
makers)
N° 20+ regular collaborators

Location

Timisoara, Romania

Contact

www.f-o-r.ro

• Cultural and professional events

Mutual presentation
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Officine On/Off & F O R
Similarities

• Similar city size (Timișoara around 300k
inhabitants, Parma around 200K)
• Coworking spaces
• Digital Fabrication capacities for the
community (FAB LAB/makerspace)
• Similar profile of people (age, profession, etc.)

Differences

• Geographic location:
On/Off: Parma, Italy
F O R: Timișoara, România
• Legal form:
On/Off is a non-profit organization
F O R is a LTD

• Associated education services: trainings,
courses for digital fabrication and for
entrepreneurship, self-employment

• Years of activities:
On/Off was born in 2013 and has a consolidated
experience
F O R physically opens in Autumn 2020

• Ecosystem of “creatives” around (freelancers,
self employed people, NGOs) struggling with the
current economic situation

• Type of space managed:
On/Off manages a public owned space
F O R manages a private owned space

Work sessions

2
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Exchange of good practices (supply
of products/services) activated
during the emergency period divided
according to the categories
•
•
•
•

Education/training
Community engagement
Digital fabrication technology
Self-entrepreneurship

Good practices
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Sportami a Casa
Officine On/Off
Sportami a casa is a web platform built from scratch
as an answer to the sanitary crisis to provide home
delivery services to the people who live alone and
isolated.
The initiative was conceived by IBO Italia, an Italian
NGO that deals with international cooperation and
volunteering based in On/Off, supported by some
coworker web designers who took care of the
creation of the platform. The main goal is to map
needs and services, initially in Emilia-Romagna,
and to put it together in the same virtual space,at
everyone’s disposal. The most popular service was
babysitting for medical staff.

Difficulties
Engaging a network of partner institutions
Positive aspects
Truly changing people’s lives in times of extreme
difficulty.
Future development
The project aims at mapping at least 500 homedelivery services in 15 Italian cities thanks to the
commitment of volunteers.

Name

Sportami a Casa

Main category

Community engagement

Tags

#Volunteering #IBOItalia
#TimetoCare

Timeframe

March/June 2020

Problem addressed

Isolation and impossibility to
move during the emergency

Number of beneficiaries

1000

Type of beneficiaries

Isolated people, elders,
Covid-19-positive

Number of people involved in
the making

4

Budget

€3000
(construction of website)

Projects related

iboitalia.org/cosa-facciamo/
impegno-in-italia/time_to_
care/

See more

sportamiacasa.it

Good practices
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This year I print my Christmas gifts
FOR
Originally the course was conceived for adults,
making a Christmas present to learn 3D printing and/
or laser cutting. We turned into an online session for
children. Since age is a determining factor, we varied
the course as follows:
• For <6 y.o. – We skipped the course and they
received an interactive diorama, designed and
fabricated by us, that gives the kids a voyage into
colour and texture;
• For 6 to 10 y.o. – Storytelling, where the facilitator
starts a tale using 3 laser cut snowflakes as
characters, and the children continue and interact
with it. They receive the snowflake by Christmas;
• >10 y.o. – Introduction to 3D printing, an overview
on how additive manufacturing works while a printin-place gimbal snowflake is being printed. They
receive the snowflake by Christmas.

Difficulties
• Making online sessions both attractive and
relevant for young people who are saturated with
online content.
• Demonstrating new techniques and ideas, without
the live possibility of the children to be able to
touch, test, follow the process or push buttons.
Positive aspects
• Some of the children would like to continue this
kind of session on a regular basis.

Name

This year I print my Christmas
gifts

Main category

Education/training and digital
fabrication technology

Tags

#responsibleconsume
#makersmovement
#storytelling #design
#homeschool #opensource

Timeframe

November 2020
January 2021

Problem addressed

Lack of meaningful
experiences for children living
in isolated bubbles, especially
heading Christmas, a time
associated with joy.

Number of beneficiaries

170+ children

Type of beneficiaries

Children in 3 age groups:
under 6 years old, in between
6 and 10 and in between 11 and
17 years old

Number of people involved in
the making

4 (2 designers / 2 facilitators)

Budget

€1200
(construction of website)

• The format will work even better with a physical
presence in the workshop.
• In the process we have designed and fabricated
some objects that people like on their own,
generating stand-alone products.
Future development
• Introducing the courses into our permanent
curricula by disassociating the format from
Christmas on one hand, and adapting it to physical
presence when it will be possible on the other.

Good practices
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The Job After
Officine On/Off
The Job After is the training course conceived and
organized by On/Off in partnership with ART-ER with
the aim of providing useful, concrete and usable skills
and tools to people in the phase of entrepreneurial
exploration, professional growth or job instability
following the emergency. The skills and tools are
related to the entrepreneurial world and are divided
in several modules concerning: design thinking,
service design, business model canvas development,
crowdfunding, pretotyping, public speaking and
digital recruiting.

Difficulties
Deliver a training course entirely online, due to
the difficulty of creating interaction possibilities of
the participants; Monitoring the impact on each
participant.

Name

The Job After

Main category

Self-Entrepreneurship

Tags

#DesignThinking,
#ServiceDesign

Positive aspects
To be able to design 2 editions and to notice that
some beneficiaries were actively present in both.

Timeframe

May/December 2020

Number of beneficiaries

200

Future development
Creation of a online multimedia library of contents
(podcast, slides, text) accessible to all and certainly
the realization of a third edition.

Type of beneficiaries

under 35 y.o, NEET, selfemployed, unoccupied,
workers

Number of people involved in
the making

7 (2 organizers/5 teachers)

Budget

€4500
(64hrs logistics and
management, 20hrs teaching)

Projects related

officineonoff.com/
community/the-job-after

See more

www.art-er.it

Good practices
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REMO
FOR
Today, we spend over 90% of our time indoors - lately,
more and more of it at home. It is crucial therefore
that these indoor spaces are adequate to our needs
and promote a state of wellbeing. To do this, we must
evaluate holistically all the 3 major components that
influence it - SPACE, BODY and MIND. By means of
online courses and consultancy sessions, REMO
addresses precisely this issue, raising along the
way the awareness of the connections between
architecture, ergonomics and psychology.

Difficulties
The lack of acknowledgement of the necessity to treat
issues such as architecture, psychology and posture/
ergonomics holistically in the context of wellbeing
during remote work/home office.
The difficulty of reaching the whole range of people
that could benefit from this kind of service .

Name

REMO

Main category

Education/training

Tags

#workfromhome
#workspace #qualityoflife
#spacebodymind #wellbeing

Timeframe

March 2020 / Ongoing

• Extremely positive feedback from the participants,
especially concerning the holistic approach of the
3 main domains - architecture, psychology and
ergonomics. It is useful for them;

Problem addressed

The lack of proper spaces,
facilities, postures and
routines when working from
home that affects the quality
of work and life

• The content tested, in a field growing in
relevance constitutes a solid ground for further
developments.

Number of beneficiaries

120+ remote workers

Type of beneficiaries

Corporate workers in the first
phase, any remote worker in
next iterations

Number of people involved in
the making

6 (4 architects from F O R, a
postural kinesiotherapist and
a behavioural psychologist)

Budget

€3600
(development of concept,
strategy and the MVP)

Positive aspects

Future development
Development of REMO as an autonomous and
sustainable consultancy-based service (including
courses, online platform as developed during the
EUvsVIRUS hackaton and individual consultancy
sessions)

Good practices
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Ritorno al sicuro
Officine On/Off
Ritorno al Sicuro is a digital fundraising campaign
born to sustain the local associations in Parma,
providing them with the self-protection devices
produced by FabLab Parma, such as face shields,
universal door openers,plexiglass desk dividers, etc.
OnOff in coordination with the interested associations
made a coordinated communication campaign in
order to reach the donors. Then once On/Off received
the donations, FabLab created the products and
distributed them to the associations.

Difficulties
Engaging a network of partner institutions in times of
sanitary crisis, the majority of organizations did not
resume their activities during the emergency.
Positive aspects
Several self-protection devices were produced and
donated, allowing 2 associations to be able to reopen
safely.
Future development
To further impact positively on other organizations
and people’s professional lives and safety.

Name

Ritorno al sicuro

Main category

Digital fabrication and
community engagement

Tags

#Fundraising, #Makers,
#SelfProtectionDevices

Timeframe

June 2020 / Ongoing

Number of beneficiaries

300

Type of beneficiaries

Non-profit organizations,
people with disabilities,
students and their families,
Public Assistance

Number of people involved in
the making

3 (Fundraiser, communication
manager, FabLab host)

Budget

€3500
(Logistic and management,
Digital campaign creation,
promotion, production of
personal safety devices, use
of machinery)

Projects related

fablabparma.org/
makers4parma-gli-artigianidigitali-al-servizio-dellacitta/

See more

fablabparma.org/ritorno-alsicuro/

Good practices
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The FABER soap
FOR
The FABER building used to be a soap factory long
before becoming an independent cultural center.
During the renovation works, we discovered an old,
buried stamp for soap that showed the price, the
standard and the weight of the soap in graphics
typical of the past century. Inspired by this discovery
we designed a process for making our own soap,
the FABER soap. The process involves 3D printed
matrixes, silicon molds, collaborating with a local
soap maker and an illustrator, both highly active in our
community and, of course, the heavy bronze stamp
we discovered.

Difficulties

Name

The FABER soap

• Integrating the digital aspect of the fabrication (3D
printed matrix) with the manual one, the stamp.

Main category

Community engagement and
digital fabrication

• Creating functional molds that could be reused.

Tags

#formersoapfactory
#memory #washyourhands
#co-design
#meaningfulproducts
#shoplocal

Timeframe

July 2020 / Unlimited

Problem addressed

Creating a symbolic FABER
object that represents both
the memory of the place,
and the potential of the
community

Number of beneficiaries

60+

Type of beneficiaries

FABER inner creative
community, FABER
collaborators and exterior
community, FABER visitors

Number of people involved in
the making

5 (3 designers from F O R, a
hand made soap maker, an
illustrator)

Budget

€3000

Related projects

Faber, Microgreens, Creativa,
de la Irina, Ana Kun

• Keeping an affordable price in a product which still
needs many hand made processes.
• Scaling up the production for handmade soap.
Positive aspects
• The soap looks and smells great
• The process is replicable and reliable.
• It is a successful example of local creatives cocreating within a complex process of design and
fabrication that can be applied for other projects.
Future development
• Reaching a stable production scale and having the
soap available both in Faber, to use and to sell in
the shop.
• Extending the collection to other Faber products,
intimately connected to the Faber building and
community.

Work sessions
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Sharing of data collection tools
during the opening and the
re-opening of the hubs

• How do you run your hub
• How do you manage your community
• On the road to... 2nd phase

Sharing

When things are unclear or when it is difficult to
identify if we are on track or not, asking is always a
good idea.
First possibility is to contact peers -meaning people
that hold an equivalent position in similar entitiesand ask them how they are dealing with these issues.
You may find some interesting and replicable
solutions for your own problems, and the worst case
scenario is feeling a little more confident about your
own ideas. This kind of communication and openness
helps to strengthen relations between peers and
promote a culture of sharing and reciprocal support.
Another possibility is asking your community, your
actual members, of course, and potential ones if you
have access to them.
With some simple questions you can adapt your
services to really address their real needs and pains.
They really will feel heard and understood which helps
to create a stronger sense of community
Opportunities to come back and live in our spaces
once more.
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Some particular examples of both possibilities:
• “How do you run your hub” and “How do you
manage your community” is a two parts survey
addressed to hub managers that helped F O R
,in the summer of 2020, to better prepare the
space and the protocols for a safe opening under
the situation of a pandemy. The survey was filled
mainly in one to one calls, it was a support to start
the conversation and to articulate the information.
• The survey “On the road to... 2nd phase” has
been sent by on/Off staff in the final lockdown’s
phase to its coworkers. It was an useful instrument
to collect the community’s needs and professional
necessities and get in touch with the community,
identify the negative and the positive aspects that
the pandemic has had on the professional lifestyle
of our coworkers and members and finally offer
them some tailored

Work sessions
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SWOT Analysis of the 2 hubs
and their activities

•
•
•
•

Strenghts
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis (or SWOT matrix) is a strategic
planning technique used to help a person or
organization identify some really important pieces
of information concerning business competition or
project planning. Basically, through this analysis it
is possible to find out both the strengths and the
weaknesses already possessed by the organization,
and at the same time to identify which could be the
opportunities to exploit and the threats to avoid.
Thanks to this matrix, decision making will be easier,
and it is possible to draw some conclusions about the
future developments of the organization.
The following table shows the SWOT Analysis made in
the pandemic era, which may be a useful instrument
not only for ourselves and our organizations in
devising our strategic plans for the future, but also for
others who are living in a similar situation as ours.
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SWOT Analysis in
Pandemic Era

Useful Qualities

Unuseful Qualities

Internal elements

Strengths

Weaknesses

1. Soft skills (management, entrepreneurship, etc.);

1. Small in numbers,fluctuating or/and overloaded
staff;

2. Hard skills (design, engineering, architecture,
digital fabrication, fundraising,digital tools, etc);
3. Machinery and equipment;
4. Ability to propose flexible and customizable
solutions for multiple subjects;

External elements

2. Spaces not accessible;
3. Low ability to collect and reprocess useful and
updated data about our targets;

5. Multifunctional spaces.

4. Difficulty in adapting standard procedures to
hybrid activities and services.

Opportunities

Threats

1. Possibility to involve more people and reach more
subjects worldwide;

1. Forced social distancing;

2. Legitimation and dissemination of smart working;

3. Difficulty in converting services and activities
online;

3. People’s desire to work from places other than
their home and their office;
4. Closure of corporate offices;
5. Growing need of people for ever more customized
solutions.

2. Dispersion of the community;

4. Difficulty in differentiating their offer from the
myriad of existing online proposals.

Work sessions
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Conclusions

Conclusions

As far as the internal elements recognized as
constitutive of the two organizations are concerned,
the hard (Space and HR Management, Digital
fabrication, Mechanical design and product design,
Fundraising, Events organising, Training) and soft
(Problem solving, Time management, Team leading)
skills possessed by the staff and members of
the respective communities are to be considered
as strengths, tools that have allowed them to be
flexible and ride the change caused by the
health emergency (design of devices and design
of new products quickly, organization of fundraising
campaigns, activation of online communities, etc.).
The instrumental and structural equipment they
manage (physical spaces, digital manufacturing
machinery, digital tools, etc.) have also allowed
them to be anti-frail and to produce flexible and
customizable solutions at affordable costs in
response to the necessities and new needs that
have emerged (custom-made safety devices,
spaced and flexible workstations, smart work sharing
tools, etc.).
At the same time, the ability of the operational staff to
be flexible to changes in both communities has led
to organizational instability and work overload for
individual coordinators / managers. Furthermore,
the situation of generalized uncertainty brought up
by the pandemic caused the impossibility to use the
available spaces at its best or delayed its opening to
the public. Since these communities are “hybrid”
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subjects not belonging to the standard socioeconomic categories, they have accused the lack
of regulatory references and clear bureaucratic
procedures. In addition, the difficulty in collecting
and processing target profiling data has also
delayed the processes of identifying its end users.
In regard of the external elements recognized in
the contexts of the two organizations, thanks to
the enhancement of digital and online tools, the
health emergency has facilitated the possibility of
reaching a wider and more varied public, which
would hardly been intercepted in the pre-pandemic
era (participants in training courses, partners and
collaborators, etc.). Similarly, the rapid spread of agile
work, that is the possibility and relative potential
of carrying out one’s work in places other than
one’s office, as well as the impossibility for many
professionals and employees to work from their
home, followed by the closure of many company
offices, has allowed the hubs to become known as
“intermediate bodies”, functional spaces halfway
between home and work in which it is possible to
guarantee work productivity and at the same time
avoid professional isolation.
Besides, the generalized rush to digitalization and to
be online 24 hours a day has dramatically multiplied
the offers on the web (courses, events, etc.) making it
increasingly difficult to differentiate and stand out
with your own offers of services and products, and

proportionally increasing the risk of community’s
dispersion, both the one born previously “offline” and
the emerging one activated during the pandemic.
Having made these considerations, in the coming
months both Hubs consider it important and
necessary to:
• Maintain and implement the entrepreneurial and
managerial skills of its operators;
• Invest in the commercial development of
the production section supported by digital
manufacturing technologies, which, unlike
physical spaces, has never been limited by antiCovid restrictions;
• Activate a sort of hybrid communication
channel with one’s community and / or reference
target, online and offline, which alongside the
virtual mode allows the possibility of realizing
physical experiences in person, even if in
restricted conditions and in compliance with
current regulations on safety and spacing;
• Identify future contexts and possibilities for the
continuation of collaboration and the exchange
of practices between hubs even beyond specific
exchange programs (such as Creative Flip),
mutually pursuing sustainability dynamics
that allow to activate continuous co-planning
processes concerning modalities of involvement
of their communities.

